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Abstract
We consider the coupling of scalar topological matter to (2+1)-dimensional gravity. The matter
fields consist of a 0-form scalar field and a 2-form tensor field. We carry out a canonical analysis of
the classical theory, investigating its sectors and solutions. We show that the model admits both
BTZ-like black-hole solutions and homogeneous/inhomogeneous FRW cosmological solutions.We
also investigate the global charges associated with the model and show that the algebra of charges is
the extension of the Kacˇ-Moody algebra for the field-rigid gauge charges, and the Virasoro algebra
for the diffeomorphism charges. Finally, we show that the model can be written as a generalized
Chern-Simons theory, opening the perspective for its formulation as a generalized higher gauge
theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Despite its apparent simplicity, and despite the fact that it has been shown to to be ex-
actly solvable in the absence of matter [1], coupling matter to (2+1)-dimensional gravity in
the traditional way generally destroys its solvability properties. In this case the quantization
process is once again faced with much the same issues as its (3+1)-dimensional counterpart.
In the attempts to study the quantization of (2+1)-dimensional gravity in the presence
of matter, the BCEA model has emerged as one of the few theories in which matter can be
coupled to gravity while still preserving the solvability inherited from the latter. Proposed
originally as a soluble diffeomorphism invariant theory [2] and later studied in a slightly
modified form in [3], the BCEA model is essentially a topological field theory in which 1-
form matter fields are minimally coupled to gravity in the first-order formalism through the
connection. Coupling matter to gravity in this non-traditional1 way has the effect of intro-
ducing only a finite number of degrees of freedom in addition to those of pure gravity, such
that the resulting phase-space of the theory remains finite-dimensional and hence solvable
both classically and quantum mechanically.
What makes this model interesting from the physical viewpoint is the fact that for non-
trivial topologies, it has non-trivial solutions. In particular, it has been shown that it admits
as a solution the BTZ black-hole geometry [4] with the surprising result that the Noether
charges in this case - the quasilocal energy and angular momentum - change roles as com-
pared to their counterparts in Einsteinian gravity. Explicitly, the quasilocal energy in the
BTZ theory is proportional to the quasilocal angular momentum parameter in Einsteinian
gravity with negative cosmological constant, and vice-versa. Furthermore, it has been shown
in [3] that the model can be written as a Chern-Simons theory with the group I[ISO(2, 1)]
obtained directly from the Lie algebra of the constraints. Notwithstanding computational
difficulties, this makes the model quantizable in a rather straightforward manner for any
topology of relevance, and in particular for the topology of the BTZ black-hole solution
mentioned earlier.
The BCEA theory, however, is not the only theory in which matter can be coupled min-
1 We refer to the coupling of matter through the connection as ‘non-traditional’ as opposed to the ‘tradi-
tional’ coupling of matter to gravity through the metric in the metric formalism, or alternatively, through
the triad and/or co-triad fields in the first-order formalism.
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imally to gravitation in (2+1) dimensions. Another obvious possibility is to construct a
model where instead of coupling two 1-form matter fields to gravity as in the BCEA case,
we couple to gravity a 2-form field and a 0-form field.
In the present paper we consider the latter kind of theory, which will subsequently be
called the ΣΦEA theory, and we compare its results to the corresponding results in the
BCEA model. Of course, one expects the two theories to have strong similarities, and in
the following we will show that indeed this is the case. Both theories admit the BTZ ge-
ometry as a solution, and both theories exhibit similar anomalies regarding the Noether
charges. Nevertheless, there are also major differences between the two models. Aside from
the fact that they have different constraint algebras, while the BCEA model can be writ-
ten in a straightforward manner as a Chern-Simons theory with the group generated by its
constraint algebra, for the new model the situation is more complicated and in fact, more
interesting. In the latter case, the constraint algebra becomes insufficient for writing the
theory as a Chern-Simons theory, and one has to make additional use of the quaternion
algebra for this purpose. Needless to say, this approach of writing the ΣΦEA model as a
Chern-Simons theory raises very interesting questions regarding the canonical analysis and
the quantization of the model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review briefly the relevant results
of the BCEA theory, for the purpose of later comparison with corresponding results of the
ΣΦEA model, which is described in detail in Section III. In Section IV we discuss the clas-
sical sectors of the theory, and in Section V we discuss certain solutions of the theory that
illustrate these sectors. In Section VI we discuss in detail the global gauge charges of the
theory, and we determine the classical and operator version of the algebras of gauge and
diffeomorphism charges. In Section VII we show that the the ΣΦEA theory can be written
as a generalized Chern-Simons theory in the manner described above, and in Section VIII
we conclude with a discussion of the results and issues that emerge from our analysis.
II. REVIEW OF THE BCEA MODEL
In this section, we briefly review the relevant results of the BCEA theory as they pertain
to the purpose of this paper. For more details, the reader should consult [3], [4].
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The action of the BCEA model in the first order formulation has the expression:
S[B,C,E,A] =
∫
M
(Ei ∧R
i[A] +Bi ∧DC
i) (1)
where M is a 3-dimensional non-compact spacetime with the the topology M=R × S, and
S is a 2-dimensional spacelike surface. The fields Ei in (1) are SO(2, 1) 1-forms which, if
invertible, correspond to the triads of the spacetime metric, and Ri[A] are the curvature
2-forms associated to the SO(2, 1) connection 1-forms Ai, with the expression:
Ri[A] = dAi +
1
2
ǫijkAj ∧ A
k (2)
The SO(2, 1) 1-forms Bi, C i, are the topological matter fields that are coupled to the fields
Ei, Ai of pure gravity, and DC i is the covariant derivative of the field C i, having the
expression:
DC i = dC i + ǫijkAj ∧ Ck (3)
Throughout the entire paper we adopt the following index convention. Greek indices, taking
the values 0, 1, 2, designate the spacetime components of tensors, and are raised and lowered
by the spacetime metric gα,β. Latin lower case indices, also taking the values 0, 1, 2, are
SO(2, 1) indices,and are raised and lowered by the SO(2, 1) metric ηij=diag(−1, 1, 1), and
ǫijk is the totally antisymmetric SO(2, 1) symbol with ǫ012=1. Any other type of indices
that might appear in the paper will be appropriately explained in the context where they
occur.
The action (1) yields, upon first order variation (and up to surface terms), the equations
of motion:
Ri[A] = 0
DEi + ǫijkBj ∧ Ck = 0 (4)
DBi = DC i = 0
and is invariant under the following 12-parameter infinitesimal gauge transformations:
δAi = Dτ i
δBi = Dρi + ǫijkBjτk
δC i = Dλi + ǫijkCjτk (5)
δEi = Dβi + ǫijk(Ejτk +Bjλk + Cjρk)
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where βi, λi, ρi, τ i are 0-form gauge parameters.
The (2 + 1) canonical splitting induced by the topology of the manifold M yields four
sets of constraints J i, P i, Qi, Ri, which are enforced by the zeroth spacetime components
of the form fields Ai, Ei, Bi, and C i respectively, acting as Lagrange multipliers. The Lie
algebra generated by these constraints is:
{J i, J j} = ǫijkJk; {J
i, P j} = ǫijkPk; {J
i, Qj} = ǫijkQk
{J i, Rj} = ǫijkRk; {Q
i, Rj} = ǫijkPk (6)
with the rest of the Poisson brackets being zero. Equations (6) can be recognized as the
Lie algebra of the inhomogenized Poincare´ group I[ISO(2, 1)] [5]. The Hamiltonian of the
system is zero on shell, since it depends only on the constraints, and consequently the con-
straints are preserved in time.
As mentioned earlier, the BCEA theory admits the BTZ black-hole geometry as a solu-
tion. Taking into account the symplectic structure generated by the BCEA action (1), the
conserved charges for the BTZ black-hole in this theory are found to be [4]
MBCEA =
πJ
l
JBCEA = −πMl (7)
where M and J are respectively conserved mass and the angular momentum of the BTZ
black-hole in Einsteinian gravity with negative cosmological constant, and l is related to the
cosmological constant Λ through the relation:
Λ = −
1
l2
(8)
Note that the cosmological constant is a constant of integration in this theory, and not a
parameter in the action.
III. THE ΣΦEA MODEL
In this section, we define the ΣΦEA theory and analyze its classical properties, highlight-
ing both the similarities and the differences between this theory and the BCEA model.
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A. Action, equations of motion and gauge symmetries
The action of the ΣΦEA model is defined analogously to the BCEA model:
S[Σ,Φ, E, A] =
∫
M
(Ei ∧R
i[A] + Σi ∧DΦ
i) (9)
where the fields Ei, Ai and the covariant derivative have the same significance as in the
BCEA theory, and the fields Σi, Φi are now respectively SO(2, 1)-valued 2-form and a 0-
form matter fields coupled to gravity through the connection Ai in the covariant derivative.
Up to surface terms, the first order variation of the action (9) yields the equations of
motion:
Ri[A] = 0
DEi + ǫijkΣj ∧ Φk = 0 (10)
DΣi = DΦi = 0
which are, as expected, very similar to the equations of motion (5) of the BCEA theory.
The equations of motion (11) are invariant under the following infinitesimal gauge trans-
formations:
δAi = Dαi
δΦi = ǫijkΦjαk
δΣi = Dγi + ǫijkΣjαk (11)
δEi = Dβi + ǫijk(Ejαk − Φjγk)
with αi, βi 0-form and γi 1-form gauge parameters. It would appear from (12) that the
equations of motion of the ΣΦEA theory are invariant under a 15-parameter set of gauge
transformations. This is however not the case since the gauge transformations are themselves
invariant under the infinitesimal “translation”:
γ
′ i
= γi +Dηi (12)
which reduces the number of independent gauge parameters to 12.
Splitting the action (9) in accordance with the topology of the manifold M = R × S,
yields the expression:
S[Σ,Φ, E, A] =
∫
R
dt
∫
S
d2x[E˜Bi A˙
i
B +
1
2
Σ˜iΦ˙
i + Ai0J
i + Ei0P
i + Σi0AK
iA] (13)
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where Latin uppercase indices are spacelike indices taking the values 1, 2, tilded quantities
are densitized fields with ǫAB = ǫ0AB, and dotted quantities are are the time derivatives of
the corresponding fields. As expected, the spatial components of the form-fields form pairs
of canonically conjugate variables, and the zeroth components of the fields act as Lagrange
multipliers enforcing the constraints:
J i = ⋆(DˆEˆi − ǫijkΣˆjΦˆk)
P i = ⋆(Ri[Aˆ]) (14)
KiA = [⋆(DˆΦˆi)]A
where ⋆ is the spatial Hodge dual and the caret signifies the projection of the corresponding
quantity onto the spacelike surface S. We see from (14) that the model has 12 independent
first-class constraints, consistent with the number of independent gauge parameters found
earlier.
Relabeling the constraints Ki1 and Ki2 by Qi and respectvely Ri - the order of the
relabeling will prove to be irrelevant - for easier comparison with the BCEA model, a tedious
but straightforward calculation yields a Poisson constraint algebra almost identical to the
constraint algebra (6). All the Poisson brackets of the constraints are identical to the
corresponding brackets of the BCEA model except for the bracket of Qi with Ri which is
now given by the expression:
{Qi, Rj} = 0 (15)
Consequently, the constraint algebra of the ΣΦEA model can be viewed as the Lie algebra of
the (2+1)-dimensional Lorentz group SO(2, 1) generated by {J i} inhomogeneized by three
sets of Poincare´ translation-like abelian generators {P i}, {Qi}, {Ri} that also commute
with each other. In the absence of any nomenclature regarding the particular types of
inhomogenization of simple groups, we have decided to use for the group associated with
the constraint algebra of this model the obvious notation [3I]SO(2, 1), where [1I]SO(2, 1) ≡
ISO(2, 1) is the (2+1)-dimensional Poincare´ group.
One should note at this time the following interesting aspect of the constraints in the
ΣΦEA model. In the BCEA model both matter fields generate independent symmetries
through the constraints Qi, Ri. However in the ΣΦEA model the symmetries associated
with the matter fields are generated, surprisingly, only by the scalar fields Φi, as is clearly
shown by (14). Both matter fields couple as expected to the symmetry generators P i, but
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in the ΣΦEA theory there are no symmetries generated exclusively by the 2-form matter
fields Σi. This fact suggests that any nontrivial solution of the theory should have nontrivial
scalar fields, at least globally if not locally. This is a specific characteristic of the ΣΦEA
model; no such argument regarding nontrivial solutions can be made for BCEA theory.
B. Degrees of freedom
At this time, a natural question to ask is whether the ΣΦEA theory has any local degrees
of freedom (introduced by the topological matter fields) or not. Since the answer to this
question involves a detailed analysis of the constraints and symmetries determined earlier,
we will list them below in explicit form, for future reference. With the relabeling of the K-
constraints introduced in the previous subsection, the explicit form of the constraints (14)
is given by the relations:
J i = ∂[1E
i
2] + ǫ
ijk(Aj[1Ek2] − Σj[12]Φk)
P i = ∂[1A
i
2] +
1
2
ǫijkAj[1Ak2]
Qi = ∂1Φ
i + ǫijkAj1Φk
Ri = ∂2Φ
i + ǫijkAj2Φk (16)
where the antisymmetrization involves only the arabic numeral indices designating the spa-
tial components of the fields. The variables in (16) are invariant under the gauge transfor-
mations:
δAia = ∂aτ
i + ǫijkAjaτk
δΦi = ǫijkΦjτk
δΣi[ab] = ∂[aλ
i
b] + ǫ
ijk(Aj[aλkb] + Σj[ab]τk)
δEia = ∂aβ
i + ǫijk(Ajaβk + Ejτk − Φjλka) (17)
where once again, the antisymmetrization operation involves only the spatial indices of the
fields a, b = 1, 2.
Returning now to the issue of the physical degrees of freedom, it is well-known that the
major ingredients in determining the number of physical degrees of freedom (PDOF) of a
system are the total number of canonical variables (CV), the total number of independent
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first class (IFCC) and second class constraints (ISCC), and the total number of indepen-
dent conditions one can impose on the system in order to fix the gauge (IGC). Once these
ingredients are known, the number of physical degrees of freedom of the system is given by
the relation [6]:
(#PDOF ) = (#CV )− (#IFCC)− (#ISCC)− (#IGC) (18)
Therefore, in order to establish the number of physical degrees of freedom, and since the
ΣΦEA theory has no second class constraints1, we need to determine the number of inde-
pendent first class constraints and the corresponding number of independent gauge fixing
conditions.
That such a step is necessary at this stage of the analysis becomes obvious if one attempts
to determine the number of degrees of freedom based on the primafacie information con-
tained in the above constraints and gauge symmetries. The total number of canonical vari-
ables as determined from (13) is (#CV ) = 18, and from (16) and (17), one would have twelve
independent first class constraints (#IFCC) = 12 and similarly twelve independent gauge
fixing conditions (#IGC) = 12. Under these circumstances, (18) would yield for the number
of physical degrees of freedom of the ΣΦEA theory a negative number (#PDOF ) = −6.
Such a result, while not impossible (for example in the case of (1+1)-dimensional gravity
the number of physical degrees of freedom is also negative), is a very strong indication that
the constraints and/or the gauge fixing conditions might not be all independent as assumed.
In order to establish whether this is indeed the case we proceed to investigate the con-
straints and the gauge fixing conditions separately.
(i). The constraints
The first thing that should be noted is the fact that the fields Φi which are scalar
forms appear in two sets of the constraints (16), namely in Qi and Ri, together with
the spatial components of the spin connection, suggesting that these two constraints
together with the constraints J i might be connected. This is indeed the case, and
using the cohomological properties of the exterior derivative it is not difficult to show
1 For the purpose of this analysis we restrict ourselves to the Lagrangian formalism where no second class
constraints are present in this model
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that between these three sets of constraints one has the relation:
∂2Q
i − ∂1R
i + ǫijk(PjΦk + Aj2Qk −Aj1Rk) = 0 (19)
where the equality in (19) is a strong equality, i.e. the above relation is also valid off-
shell. Under these circumstances, and since the remaining constraints of the theory
are independent, it follows that in reality there are only nine independent first class
constraints instead of twelve, and consequently (#IFCC) = 9.
(ii). The gauge fixing conditions
Once the number of independent first class constraints has been determined, the issue
of finding the number of independent gauge fixing conditions is straightforward. It can
be shown [6],[7] that for a gauge theory that obeys the Dirac conjecture, the number of
such independent gauge fixing conditions is in fact necessarily identical to the number
of independent first class constraints. Hence, for the particular case of the ΣΦEA
theory (#IGC) = (#IFCC) = 9.
Introducing the number of independent first class constraints and gauge conditions deter-
mined above into (18), the revised calculation yields (#PDOF ) = 0, which means that the
ΣΦEA theory has no local physical degrees of freedom. Of course, this doesn’t mean that the
theory is necessarily trivial. It only means that it is a topological field theory, and like any
other such topological theory it is locally trivial, while globally it can still have non-trivial
physical degrees of freedom depending on the topology of the spacetime manifold.
IV. THE CLASSICAL SECTORS OF THE ΣΦEA THEORY
Having established that the ΣΦEA theory is a topological field theory, the next logical
step is to determine and classify the distinct gauge-equivalent classes of solutions of the
theory. For topological theories, since any such theory is locally trivial, any such classification
is usually based on the analysis of global observables, or in other words, on the existence of
global gauge invariant quantities, and in the general case the classification will be related to
the existence of the Casimir invariants of the gauge algebra, and/or of other quantities that
are constant along certain gauge orbits [8]. Therefore, in order to make such a classification
possible, a natural approach would be to first determine a complete set of such global
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observables.
However, compared to the case of the BCEA model, constructing global observables for
the ΣΦEA theory is even in principle a highly nontrivial task. This is mainly due to the
fact that the latter theory contains scalar and tensorial matter fields, and as such - to the
best knowledge of the authors - it cannot be written as either a BF theory or as a Chern-
Simons theory2. Under these circumstances, none of the more traditional techniques are
available in the ΣΦEA theory, and one must look elsewhere for the construction of such
global observables3.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to develop a classification of the classical sectors of the
ΣΦEA theory if one makes the essential observation that one can construct a very simple
gauge invariant quantity using the fields Φi exclusively. This quantity is ΦiΦi, and it is
straightforward to check its gauge invariance by directly using the gauge transformations
(12). Furthermore, one can also observe that the fields Φ transform non-trivially only under
Lorentz transformations, and therefore we can view these fields as a Minkowskian ”vector”
Φ = (Φi), whose magnitude Φ · Φ = ΦiΦi is left invariant under the action of SO(2, 1).
It follows from the above considerations that the simplest criterion for classifying the
solutions of the ΣΦEA theory should be based on the values of the invariant quantity
Φ · Φ = ΦiΦi. As a Minkowskian vector, Φ can be timelike, spacelike, null or identically
zero, corresponding to a magnitude ΦiΦi that is negative, positive or zero. The zero value
of the magnitude is degenerate, in the sense that it contains the cases where Φ is null or
identically zero, and in the null case, additional degeneracy arises from the existence of an
extra parameter that specifies whether Φ is a futurelike or pastlike null vector. We will
discuss each of these cases separately.
a. The case Φ ≡ 0
In this case, the equations of motion (11) reduce to:
Ri[A] = 0; DEi = 0; DΣi = 0 (20)
and the classification of solutions can be further split as follows:
2 As will be shown in Section VII, the ΣΦEA theory can be written as a generalized Chern-Simons theory
involving a multiform connection. Unfortunately, such a multiform formulation of the theory makes it
even more difficult to construct global observables.
3 The issue of global observables in the ΣΦEA theory is currently under under study, and the results will
be presented in a companion paper
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a1) If the fields Σ and A are parallel, i.e. if ǫijkAj ∧Σk = 0, then the dynamics of the
2-form fields Σ decouples from the dynamics of the triad and the spin connection,
and we recover pure gravity in (2+1) dimensions in an arbitrary background field
Σ.
a2) If the fields Σ and A are not parallel, i.e. if ǫijkAj ∧Σk 6= 0, the dynamics of the
2-form field cannot be decoupled from the dynamics of gravity anymore, and the
solution will contain three sets of dynamically intracting fields.
b. The case Φ is timelike.
In this case the field Φ can be put in the form Φ = (Φ0, 0, 0), and it follows immediately
from the equations of motion (11) that in fact Φ0 must be a constant and A1 = A2 = 0.
c. The case Φ is spacelike.
This case is very similar to the timelike case. The field Φ can be put in the form
Φ = (0,Φ1, 0), and it follows immediately from the equations of motion (11) that in
fact Φ1 must be a constant and A0 = A2 = 0
d. The case Φ is null.
As mentioned earlier, in this case, the classification of the orbits can be further split
based on whether the field Φ is futurelike or pastlike. Since the analysis of the solutions
in the two cases is very similar, we will only consider the case where Φ is pastlike null
with the form Φ = (−φ, φ, 0). Under these circumstances, it follows from the field
equations (11) that φ is a constant field, and the spin connection fields are such that
A2 = 0 and A0 = −A1. Introducing the notation A˜ = A0, E˜ = E0+E1, Σ˜ = Σ0+Σ1,
the equations of motion (11) now become:
dA˜ = 0; dE˜ = 0; dΣ˜ = 0
A˜ ∧ E2 − Σ2φ = 0
A˜ ∧ Σ2 = 0 (21)
dE2 + A˜ ∧ E˜ + Σ˜φ = 0
dΣ2 − A˜ ∧ Σ˜ = 0
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V. EXAMPLES OF SOLUTIONS
A. Black-hole solution of the ΣΦEA Model
In this section, we show that the ΣΦEA model admits the BTZ black-hole geometry as a
solution, and we calculate the the conserved Noether charges associated with this solution.
For more details regarding the BTZ black-hole, the reader should consult [9], [10].
1. The BTZ black-hole solution
The BTZ black-hole geometry can be described by the triad fields [4], [10]:
E0 =
√
ν2(r)− 1(
r+
l
dt− r−dφ)
E1 =
l
ν(r)
d[
√
ν2(r)− 1] (22)
E2 = ν(r)(−
r−
l
dt+ r+dφ)
where
r2+ =
Ml2
2
{1 +
√
1− (J/Ml)2}
r2− =
Ml2
2
{1−
√
1− (J/Ml)2} (23)
are the outer and respectively inner horizon radii, satisfying r+r− = Jl/2, the function ν(r)
is given by the expression:
ν2(r) =
r2 − r2−
r2+ − r
2
−
(24)
and the parameters M, J and l have the same significance as described in Section II.
In order to find the matter fields of the ΣΦEA theory associated with the the geometry
of the black hole, one has to solve the equations of motion (11) with the triad fields given
by (22). For simplicity we will solve the equations of motion in the gauge Ai = 0. With
appropriate rescaling, a class of matter fields that can be obtained in this way is given by:
~Φ = (0, 1, 0)
Σ0 =
r
2β
√
r2 − r2+
{
r+
l
dr ∧ dt− r−dr ∧ dφ} (25)
Σ1 = arbitrary closed 1-form
Σ2 =
r
2β
√
r2 − r2−
{−
r−
l
dr ∧ dt− r+dr ∧ dφ}
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As can be immediately observed from (25) the black-hole solution in the ΣΦEA model
differs significantly from the corresponding solution in the BCEA theory, since in the latter
case there is no arbitrariness in the matter fields once the gauge for the spin connection
coefficients has been fixed. In other words, the black-hole solution has additional gauge
freedom in the ΣΦEA theory as compared to its BCEA counterpart, and this additional
gauge freedom is directly related to the 0-form/2-form choice for the matter fields.
2. The Noether charges for the BTZ black-hole solution
Since the ΣΦEA theory is a topological theory, its diffeomorphism invariance is equivalent
on-shell with invariance under the infinitesimal gauge transformations (12). Hence one can
use the formalism developed in [4] to calculate the Noether charges associated with its
symmetries.
We begin by first summarizing the formalism in [4]. Assuming the Lagrangian density to
be a functional L[β] of generic fields β, under a first order arbitrary variation of these fields
the corresponding variation of the Lagrangian density can be written as:
δL[β] = dΘ[β, δβ] (26)
where in writing (26) we have already taken the equations of motion into account. The 2-
form (confining ourselves to the 3-dimensional case) Θ[β, δβ] appearing in the RHS of (26) is
called the symplectic potential current density and will play a major role in the construction
of the symplectic structure of the theory. Similarly, under a symmetry transformation of the
fields δgβ, where g is an element of the symmetry group G, the invariance of the Lagrangian
density can be expressed as:
δgL[β] = dα[β, δgβ] (27)
where now α is some arbitrary 2-form. Using now the two forms Θ and α, we can construct
the 2-form:
j[g] = Θ[β, δgβ]− α[β, δgβ] (28)
and it is clear that this 2-form is closed when the equations of motion are satisfied. The
2-form j[g] is nothing other than the Hodge dual of the Noether current associated with
the symmetry generated by the symmetry group element g ∈ G, and its integral over a
Cauchy surface C yields the conserved charges q[g] associated associated with the symmetry
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generated by g. Furthermore, if j[g] is also exact then j[g] = dQ[g], and the surface integral
over C reduces to a line integral over ∂C.
Referring now to the case of diffeomorphism invariance, the symmetry transformation of
the fields in this case is given by δξβ = Lξβ, where L is the Lie derivative operator, and ξ
is the diffeomorphism generating vector field. Under these circumstances it can be shown
that the dual Noether current (28) can be put in the form:
j[ξ] = Θ[β,Lξβ]− ξ · L (29)
where the dot in (29) denotes the contraction of the vector filed ξ with the first index
of the Lagrangian density 3-form. For the particular case of diffeomorphisms generated by
asymptotic time translations tµ and by asymptotic rotations ϕµ, it has been shown [11], [12],
[13], that the corresponding conserved charges, i.e. the canonical energy and the canonical
angular momentum are given by the line integrals along a circle at constant time and infinite
radius according to the relations:
E =
∫
∞
(Q[t]− t ·G)
J =
∫
∞
Q[ϕ] (30)
provided one can determine the 2-form G from the condition:
δ0
∫
∞
t ·G =
∫
∞
t ·Θ[β, δ0β] (31)
where δ0 are variations of the fields within the space of solutions of the theory.
Specializing now to the case of the BTZ black-hole solution in the ΣΦEA model, it is
straightforward to show that the symplectic potential current density Θ is given by the
expression:
Θ[Σ, E, δA, δΦ] = Σi ∧ δΦi − E
i ∧ δAi (32)
and since on-shell the Lagrangian of the theory is obviously zero, the Noether dual current
for the case of diffeomorphisms is simply:
j[ξ] = Σi ∧ LξΦi − E
i ∧ LξAi (33)
and the conserved Noether charges in (30) are determined exclusively by the 1-form Q.
On-shell, the diffeomeorphisms are equivalent to the gauge transformations (12), which
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enables us to write:
LξΦi = ǫijkΦ
jτk
LξAi = Dτi (34)
where τ i = ξ ·Ai, and with (34), it is straightforward to show that if the equations of motion
are satisfied, the dual Noether current (33) becomes simply:
j[τ(ξ)] = d(Eiτi) (35)
Under these circumstances the 1-form Q is given by the expression:
Q = Eiτi (36)
and since the gauge parameters τ i are proportional to the to the connection fields Ai, it is
clear that for the BTZ black-hole solution τ i = 0, which in turn means that Q = 0, and
hence the conserved Noether charges vanish identically:
MΣΦEA = JΣΦEA = 0 (37)
This result is extremely interesting, especially if we correlate it with the corresponding
result for the BTZ black-hole solution in the BCEA model. While we do not have a more
fundamental understanding of this effect, a possible explanation could be that the Noether
charges and correspondingly the original gravitational fields of the black-hole are ”screened”
(to be thought of in a ”generalized” sense) by the topological matter fields, very much like
electric charges are being screened by other configurations of charges or alternatively, in
the macroscopic sense, like electromagnetic fields being screened (even up to extinction) by
matter. However, such an explanation suffers from the obvious drawback that such screening
of charges requires charges of opposite signs, and while an opposite angular momentum is a
realistic interpretation, an ”opposite” mass/energy is a rather unacceptable concept.
B. Cosmological solutions of the ΣΦEA model
A very particular feature of the ΣΦEA model is that for the sector of the theory for which
Φ is timelike, the model admits cosmological solutions of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
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type. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first class of topological matter models in
(2+1) dimensions that exhibits such characteristics.
Consider the equations of motion (11) for the model. In the gauge Ai = 0, if Φ is constant
and pure timelike, they reduce to:
dE0 = 0
dE1 − Σ2Φ0 = 0
dE2 + Σ1Φ0 = 0 (38)
dΣi = 0
and consider a (2+1)-dimensional Friedman-Robertson-Walker type of metric:
ds2 = −dt2 + f(t)dx2 (39)
where dx2 is a 2-dimensional spatial metric, and f(t) is an arbitrary function of time. For
such a metric, we can always choose E0 = 1, in which case the first of the equations of
motion in (38) is satisfied identically. Furthermore, for any well behaved 2-dimensional
spatial metric that allows us to determine E1 and E2 in a closed and convenient form, it is
obvious from the rest of the equations of motion in (38) that we can also find two fields Σ1
and Σ2 such that these two equations of motion are also satisfied. These latter two fields
will be obviously given by the expressions:
Σ1 = −
dE2
Φ0
Σ2 =
dE1
Φ0
(40)
VI. THE GLOBAL CHARGES OF THE ΣΦEA MODEL
Besides the gauge invariant observables in the bulk that can be constructed from the fields
of the theory, there is another class of observables that are associated with the boundaries
of the spacelike surface S. In the dedicated terminology, these observables are called global
charges, and they arise from the requirement that the symmetry generators of the theory be
differentiable. In the following, we will analyze these global charges, and the algebra they
generate.
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is necessary to make some remarks regarding the
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boundaries of the spacelike surface S. In the general case the boundary of S can consist of
several disconnected components, which can be internal (e.g. the horizon of a black hole)
or external (e.g. asymptotic boundaries at spatial infinity). For the time being however, we
will restrict ourselves only to the case where the spacelike surface S has a single boundary,
which will be considered to have the topology of a circle, and we will make no distinction of
whether the boundary is internal or external. The generalization to multiple disconnected
components is straightforward, and we will specialize the analysis to each type of boundary
- internal or external - in the appropriate context.
A. Field independent gauge parameters
Consider once again the constraints (14) of the ΣΦEA model. For reasons that will
become clear below, it is more convenient at this time to revert to the notation KiA for the
constraints Qi, Ri and to write the constraints in the form:
J i = D[1E
i
2] − 2 ǫ
ijkΣj12Φk ≈ 0
P i = ∂[1A
i
2] +
1
2
ǫijkAj[1Ak2] ≈ 0 (41)
KiA = DAΦ
i ≈ 0
where in (41) we have used the notation DA = ∂A + ǫ
ijkAjA
With these constraints we can construct the following three types of smeared gauge
symmetry generators:
GJ [α] =
∫
S
d2xαiJ
i
GP [β] =
∫
S
d2xβiP
i (42)
GK [γ] =
∫
S
d2xγi ∧K
i
where αi, βi and γi are 0-form and respectively 1-form field-independent gauge parameters
on the spacelike surface S. As defined above however, these generators are not differentiable,
and it is straightforward to show that under a variation of the fields, the variation of these
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generators contains boundary terms that preclude their differentiability:
δGJ [α] =
∫
S
d2x
{
− ǫAB
[
(DAαi)(δE
i
B) + ǫ
ijk[αi(δAjA)EkB −
− 2αi(δΣj12)Φk − 2αiΣj12(δΦk)]
]}
+
∫
∂S
dxAαi(δE
i
A)
δGP [β] =
∫
S
d2x[ǫAB(DAβi)(δA
i
B)] +
∫
∂S
dxAβi(δA
i
A) (43)
δGK [γ] =
∫
S
d2x
{
ǫAB[(DAγiB)(δΦ
i)− ǫijkγiA(δAjB)Φk]
}
−
−
∫
∂S
dxAγiA(δΦ
i)
where ∂S is the boundary of S.
The most straightforward way to to make these generators differentiable would be, of
course, to simply add to each of the variations in (43) a boundary term [infinitesimal(global)
charge] that cancels the already existing one, i.e. to add to each of the δGJ [α], δGP [β],
δGK [γ] the following corresponding terms:
δQJ [α] = −
∫
∂S
dxAαi(δE
i
A)
δQP [β] = −
∫
∂S
dxAβi(δA
i
A) (44)
δQK [γ] =
∫
∂S
dxAγiA(δΦ
i)
In the general case, this approach does not entirely solve the differentiability problem of the
gauge symmetry generators unless the infinitesimal charges in (44) are integrable. For the
case of field-independent gauge parameters however, the infinitesimal charges in (44) can be
integrated straightforwardly to yield (up to integration constants which can be chosen to
vanish):
QJ [α] = −
∫
∂S
dxAαiE
i
A
QP [β] = −
∫
∂S
dxAβiA
i
A (45)
QK [γ] =
∫
∂S
dxAγiAΦ
i
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and consequently, with the global charges in (45), one can define a set of differentiable
smeared gauge symmetry generators through the relations:
G˜J [α] = GJ [α] +QJ [α]
G˜P [β] = GP [β] +QP [β] (46)
G˜K [γ] = GK [γ] +QK [γ]
These differentiable generators have now well-defined Poisson brackets with themselves and
with any other differentiable functional of the fields, and it is a simple exercise to show that
they generate the infinitesimal gauge transformations (12).
The next necessary step in determining the algebra of global charges is to calculate the
Poisson brackets of the generators in (46) with themselves. Since the canonically conjugate
variables of the theory are (A,E) and (Σ,Φ), a straightforward calculation yields only three
non-trivial such brackets:
{
G˜J [α], G˜J [τ ]
}
PB
=
∫
S
d2x[ǫimnα
iτmJn]−
∫
∂S
dxAǫimnαiτ
mEnA
{
G˜J [α], G˜P [β]
}
PB
=
∫
S
d2x[ǫimnα
iβmP n] +
∫
∂S
dxaαi(Daβ
i) (47)
{
G˜J [α], G˜K [γ]
}
PB
=
∫
S
d2x[ǫimnα
iγm1 K
n
2 − ǫimnα
iγm2 K
n
1 ] +
∫
∂S
dxAǫimnαiγ
m
AΦ
n
Comparing now the boundary terms in (47) with the expression of the global charges in
(45), one can immediately see that the algebra of the differential generators closes under the
Poisson bracket, and can be rewritten more compactly in the form:
{
G˜J [α], G˜J [τ ]
}
PB
= G˜J
[
[α, τ ]
]
{
G˜J [α], G˜P [β]
}
PB
= G˜P
[
[α, β]
]
+
∫
∂S
dxAαi(∂Aβ
i) (48)
{
G˜J [α], G˜K [γ]
}
PB
= G˜K
[
[β, γ]
]
where in (48) we have used the notation [α, β] ≡ ǫijkα
iβj. Since the boundary term still
remaining in (48) is independent of the fields, the above algebra can be interpreted as some
sort of central extension of an infinite dimensional version of a Poincare´ algebra inhomo-
geneized by an additional set of translations. Alternatively, it can also be viewed as the
central extension of a Kacˇ-Moody algebra inhomogeneized by two (infinite) sets of abelian
“translation” generators.
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Having cast the algebra of the differentiable generators into a closed form, the global
charges will obey the same algebra, with the only difference that the Poisson brackets are
replaced by the corresponding Dirac brackets [14]. Therefore, the Dirac algebra of the
charges will be given by the relations:
{
QJ [α], QJ [τ ]
}
D
= QJ
[
[α, τ ]
]
{
QJ [α], QP [β]
}
D
= QP
[
[α, β]
]
+
∫
∂S
dxaαi(∂aβ
i) (49)
{
QJ [α], QK [γ]
}
D
= QK
[
[α, γ]
]
with all the rest of the Dirac brackets vanishing.
So far, we have described the algebra of the smeared constraints and the corresponding
algebra of of global gauge charges for the theory formulated on the Lorentz group/algebra,
i.e. for the theory whose action is defined as the trace over antisymmetric products of Lorentz
algebra-valued forms. It is possible, however (and also convenient for the discussion of the
global diffeomorphism charges, as it will become clear in the next section), to reformulate
the theory as a theory on the Poincare´ group/algebra, and discuss the global charges within
this new framework.
In order to reformulate the theory with the Poincare´ group/algebra, one must first note
that the pure gravity term in the ΣΦEA action (9) can be written, up to surface terms, as
a Chern-Simons action with the Poincare´ connection:
A = AiJ¯
i + EiP¯
i = AaT
a (50)
where latin indices from the beginning of the alphabet {a, ..., h} are Poincare´ Lie algebra
indices taking the values {0, ..., 5}, and {T a} = {J¯0, ..., P¯ 2} are the generators of the Poincare´
algebra. Defining now the Poincare´ matter fields:
Σ = ΣiJ¯
i = ΣaT
a
Φ = ΦiP¯
i = ΦaT
a (51)
and the Poincare´ covariant derivative as:
D˜Φ = dΦ+ [A,Φ] (52)
the action (9) can be rewritten as a Chern-Simons action with the Poincare´ connection (50)
plus a Poincare´ topological matter term:
S[Σ,Φ, E, A] =
∫
M
T˜ r
[1
2
AdA+
1
3
A3 + Σ ∧ D˜Φ
]
(53)
where in (53) the wedge product of forms in the Chern-Simons terms is implicitly assumed,
and the traceT˜ r is the non-degenerate invariant bilinear form on the Poincare´ algebra defined
in terms of the Lorentz algebra generators as:
T˜ r(J¯ iP¯ j) = ηij, T˜ r(J¯ iJ¯ j) = 0, T˜ r(P¯ iP¯ j) = 0. (54)
Within the Poincare´ formulation, and using the notations developed for the Lorentz
formulation of the theory, one can define a Poincare´ constraint:
G = PiJ¯
i + JiP¯
i = GaT
a (55)
together with a Poincare´ gauge parameter:
λ = αiJ¯
i + βiP¯
i = λaT
a (56)
Consequently, using these two quantities, one can define a Poincare´ symmetry generator:
GJP [λ] =
∫
S
d2xλaG
a (57)
and it is a matter of straightforward calculation to show that:
GJP [λ] = GJ [α] +GP [β] (58)
In a similar manner, by defining the Poincare´ 1-form constraint:
K = KiP¯
i = KaT
a (59)
and the Poincare´ 1-form gauge parameter:
γ = γiJ¯
i = γaT
a (60)
the gauge symmetry generator GK [γ] can be rewritten as a Poincare´ symmetry generator:
GK [γ] =
∫
s
d2xγi ∧K
i =
∫
s
d2xγa ∧K
a (61)
where, for obvious reasons we are using the same notation for this generator in both formu-
lations.
Having the two Poincare´ symmetry generators above, we can repeat or translate the
previous analysis regarding their differentiability. For the case of field-independent gauge
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parameters λ, γ, the differentiability of these generators is ensured by adding to them cor-
responding global charges:
QJP [λ] = −
∫
∂S
dxAλaA
a
A
QK [γ] =
∫
∂S
dxAγaAΦa (62)
and consequently one can define differentiable gauge symmetry generators:
G˜JP [λ] = GJP [λ] +QJP [λ]
G˜K [γ] = GK [γ] +QK [γ] (63)
which now have well-defined Poisson brackets with themselves and with any other differen-
tiable functional of the fields.
The Poisson algebra of these generators can be straightforwardly calculated as:
{
G˜JP [λ], G˜JP [η]
}
PB
= G˜JP
[
[λ, η]
]
−
∫
∂S
dxAλa(∂Aη
a)
{
G˜JP [λ], G˜K [γ]
}
PB
= G˜K
[
[λ, β]
]
(64)
{
G˜K [γ], G˜K [γ¯]
}
PB
= 0
which in turn yields the Dirac algebra of global charges:
{
QJP [λ], QJP [η]
}
D
= QJP
[
[λ, η]
]
−
∫
∂S
dxAλa(∂Aη
a)
{
QJP [λ], QK [γ]
}
D
= QK
[
[λ, γ]
]
(65)
{
QK [γ], QK [γ¯]
}
D
= 0
where in (64,65), the commutator of gauge parameters stands for [λ, η] = fabcλ
aηb, with fabc
the structure constants of the Poincare´ algebra.
It is clear now, in the Poincare´ formulation, that the Dirac algebra of global charges is
an inhomogenization of the Kacˇ-Moody algebra of charges (with a central term) for pure
gravity. Indeed, if we ”turn off” the matter fields, and consequently the symmetry generator
G˜K , we are only left with the first Poisson bracket in (64) and respectively with the first
Dirac bracket in (65), and the latter can be recognized once again as the algebra of global
gauge charges for gravity in (2+1) dimensions [14]. Furthermore, it is also clear from the
form of the Dirac algebra of charges, and in fact also from the Poisson algebra of the gauge
symmetry generators, that the inhomogeneization of the respective algebras is of Poincare´
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type (semi-direct product type), i.e. the Lorentz-like algebra with central charge is inho-
mogenized by a set of Poincare´-like abelian translations.
In order to better illustrate the above considerations, and also in order to put the alge-
bra of charges (65) in a form that is more amenable to the traditional Dirac quantization
procedure it is useful to consider the Fourier modes of the free fields on the boundary ∂S.
Since these fields are considered to be periodic on the boundary (which in the following will
be assumed to be a circle with the periodic coordinate ϕ) they admit the following Fourier
series expansion:
Aaϕ =
n=∞∑
n=−∞
Ban e
inϕ
Φa =
n=∞∑
n=−∞
Can e
inϕ (66)
and in terms of the Fourier modes of the fields, the algebra of global charges now becomes:
{
Ban, B
b
m
}
D
= −fabc B
c
n+m + ing
abδn+m{
Ban, C
b
m
}
D
= −fabc C
c
n+m (67){
Can, C
b
m
}
D
= 0
where fabc are the structure constants of the Poincare´ algebra whose indices are raised and
lowered with the the Cartan-Killing metric gab = T˜ r(γaγb).
The first bracket in (67) can be recognized at once as the traditional central extension of
the Kacˇ-Moody algebra of gauge charges of pure gravity. As it is now obvious, the central
extension of the Kacˇ-Moody is further inhomogeneized by the generators Can that form an
infinite dimensional abelian algebra, and whose brackets with the Kacˇ-Moody generators
resemble (up to a sign) the brackets of the Poincare´ translation generators with the genera-
tors of Lorentz rotations.
Following now Dirac’s quantization procedure, the quantum algebra of the operators Bˆan,
Cˆan is obtained by promoting the Fourier modes of the fields to operators and by defining
the quantum commutators as (−i) times the corresponding Dirac brackets. The resulting
operator algebra is therefore given by the relations:
[
Bˆan, Bˆ
b
m
]
= ifabc Bˆ
c
n+m + ng
abδn+m[
Bˆan, Cˆ
b
m
]
= −fabc Cˆ
c
n+m (68)[
Cˆan, Cˆ
b
m
]
= 0
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B. Field-dependent gauge parameters
We now consider the case of diffeomorphisms,and for simplicity reasons, we will inves-
tigate this case in the Poincare´ formulation of the theory. It is a known fact that for
topological field theories the diffeomorphism symmetries are equivalent on-shell to gauge
symmetries with field-dependent gauge parameters. Under these circumstances, and since
in the following we are only interested in the case of spatial diffeomorphisms, for this case
the diffeomorphisms can be represented by gauge transformations whose gauge parameters
depend on the fields of the theory through the following the relations:
λa = v · Aa = vAAaA
γa = v · Σa = −vϕΣarϕdr + v
rΣarϕdϕ (69)
where in (69) v is an arbitrary spatial vector, and we have used the notation A = {r, ϕ} for
the spatial indices of vectors and forms.
Before proceeding with the calculations of the diffeomorphism charges, it is necessary to
make a few useful remarks concerning the functional derivatives of the symmetry generators
and their Poisson brackets for the case where the gauge parameters depend on the fields as
described above. First of all, and referring to the calculations for the field-independent case,
when calculating the first order variation of the symmetry generators GJP [λ] ≡ GJP [v] and
GK [γ] ≡ GK [v], the field dependence of the gauge parameters will only introduce additional
terms proportional to the constraints in the surface integrals, leaving all the boundary terms
calculated earlier unchanged. Secondly, the very same thing happens when calculating the
Poisson algebra of the differential symmetry generators. Hence, and since we are only inter-
ested in the Dirac algebra of global charges, we only have to worry about the processing of
the respective boundary terms under the circumstances where the gauge parameters have
the field dependence as described in (69). All the rest of the surface terms resulting from
the Poisson algebra of the differentiable symmetry generators are proportional to constraints
and therefore vanish identically on-shell.
Repeating once again the analysis regarding the differentiability of the symmetry gener-
ators for the case of field-dependent parameters, it is easy to see that the differentiability
of these generators can be ensured by adding to their first order variation the respective
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diffeomorphism infinitesimal charges:
δCJP [v] = −
∫
∂S
dϕ(vAAaA)δA
a
ϕ
δCK [v] =
∫
∂S
dϕ(v · Σa)ϕδΦa =
∫
∂S
dϕ(vrΣarϕ)δΦa (70)
where in (70) we have explicitly considered that the boundary ∂S is a circle with (r, ϕ)
the radial and respectively angular coordinates, and we have used the notations CJP [v] and
CK [v] for the diffeomorphism charges in order to distinguish them from the ones determined
in the field independent case.
Having found these infinitesimal charges only solves half of the differentiability problem
of the symmetry generators, since in order to define such differentiable generators we must
also determine the conditions under which the infinitesimal charges ar integrable. It is clear
from (70) that these two infinitesimal charges are not trivially integrable anymore as in the
field-independent case, and for this reason we need to address the issue of integrability of
each of these charges separately.
Consider the infinitesimal charge δCJP [v] in (70). By imposing the traditional SL(2, R)
boundary condition [14]:
δAar = 0 (71)
i.e. by fixing the radial components of the Poincare´ connection on the boundary ∂S (which
works equally well for our present purposes), this infinitesimal charge can be integrated to
yield:
CJP = −
∫
∂S
dϕ
[
vrAarA
a
ϕ +
1
2
vϕAaϕA
a
ϕ
]
+ C0JP (72)
where C0JP is a functional integration ”constant” which will be specified at a later time.
With the diffeomorphism charge (72), one can immediately define the differentiable diffeo-
morphism symmetry generator:
G˜JP [v] = GJP [v] +QJP [v] (73)
and from this point on, the calculation of the Poisson algebra of this constraint with itself,
and the corresponding Dirac algebra of the diffeomorphism charges is standard [14], [15]. A
rather straightforward calculation yields for the Poisson bracket of this constraint with itself
the expression:
{
G˜JP [v], G˜JP [w]
}
P.B.
= G˜JP
[
[v, w]A
]
+
∫
∂S
dϕAarA
a
rv
r(∂ϕw
r) (74)
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where in (74) we have used for the Lie bracket of vectors the notation [v, w]A = vB∂Bw
A −
wB∂Bv
A.
Correspondingly, the Dirac algebra of global diffeomorphism charges will be given by the
expression:
{
CJP [v], CJP [w]
}
D
= CJP
[
[v, w]A
]
+
∫
∂S
dϕAarA
a
rv
r(∂ϕw
r) (75)
and this is, as expected, the traditional central extension of the Virasoro algebra of diffeo-
morphism charges of pure Poincare´ gravity in Chern-Simons formulation. It should be noted
that in obtaining (74), (75) the integration “constant” C0JP has been chosen such that the
boundary term in the r.h.s. of the brackets is independent of the (still unfixed) fields on
the boundary. With this choice, the boundary term becomes the usual central charge of the
Virasoro algebra.
Consider now the infinitesimal charge δCK [v]. A boundary condition, compatible with
the classes of solutions for the ΣΦEA theory discussed in the previous section to require
that the ΦA fields be constant on the boundary ∂S, i.e. that:
δΦa = 0 (76)
With this boundary condition, the infinitesimal charge can be trivially integrated to a func-
tional ”constant”, and we have:
CK [v] = C
0
K (77)
The functional integration ”constant” need not be vanishing, and for the remainder of this
section, we will assume that C0K 6= 0.
Of course, we can formally define the differentiable symmetry generator:
G˜K [v] = GK [v] + C
0
K (78)
and we can proceed to calculate the Poisson brackets of this generator with itself and with
the previous generator GJP [v]. The Poisson bracket of G˜K [v] with itself is trivial, and can
be read off directly from the corresponding bracket in (64):
{
G˜K [v], G˜K[w]
}
PB
= 0 (79)
The Poisson bracket with the Poincare´ generator GJP [v], this bracket can be easily be
evaluated if we recall the observations made in the beginning of this subsection. According
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to these observations, the bracket we are interested in will contain a surface integral whose
integrand is a linear combination of the constraints of the theory, plus the surface term of
the corresponding field-independent case in which the constant gauge parameters are replace
by the field dependent ones according to (69). Under these circumstances we can write:
{
G˜JP [v], G˜K [w]
}
PB
=
∫
S
d2x[∼ constraints] +
∫
∂S
dϕfabc(v
AAaA)(w
rΣbrϕ)Φ
c (80)
Unfortunately, and in contrast to the field-independent case, the Poisson bracket in (80)
cannot be put in a nice closed form that exhibits explicitly the structure of the algebra.
For this reason, we will ignore the Poisson algebra of the differentiable diffeomorphism
constraints, and will focus on the main goal of this subsection which is the determination of
the Dirac algebra of global diffeomorphism charges.
To this end, it is easy to show that on-shell, due to the equations of motion for the Φa
fields on the boundary (where these fields are constant), the boundary term in (80) vanishes
identically. Under these circumstances, it follows from (75), (79) and (80) that the Dirac
algebra of the diffeomorphism charges is formally given by:
{
CJP [v], CJP [w]
}
D
= CJP
[
[v, w]A
]
+
∫
∂S
dϕAarA
a
rv
r(∂ϕw
r)
{
CJP [v], CK[w]
}
D
= 0 (81){
CK [v], CK[w]
}
D
= 0
As in the case of field-independent gauge parameters, it is traditional to rewrite the
algebra of diffeomorphism charges (81) in terms of the Fourier modes of the fields that are
free on the boundary. However, before proceeding with any further considerations, it is useful
to note that since in (81) the algebra of the Poincare´ charges CJP is trivially inhomogeneized
by an abelian (constant) charge CK , we only have to worry about the Fourier modes of the
Poincare´ diffeomorphism charges. This is a very convenient situation indeed, because this
issue has been extensively studied in the literature. For these reasons, we will only quote
the results that are relevant to our discussion, referring the interested reader for details to
[14].
The Fourier modes Ln of the Poincare´ charges can be obtained from the Fourier expansion
of these charges, and they can be shown to satisfy the Dirac bracket:
{
Ln, Lm
}
D
= i(n−m)Ln+m + i(AarA
a
r)n(n
2 − 1)δn+m (82)
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where it must be kept in mind that Aar = α
a is a constant on the boundary, and therefore
α2 = AarA
a
r plays the role of a classical algebraic charge. In the form (82), the algebra of the
Fourier modes can be recognized as the central extension of the classical Virasoro algebra,
with the charge given by α2.
The quantization of the Virasoro algebra is more involved than the quantization of the
previous Kacˇ-Moody algebra, due to operator ordering problems, and for this reason it
requires more detailed consideration.
The problems in quantizing the Virasoro algebra arise from the fact that the Virasoro
generators Ln are quadratic in the generators of the Kacˇ-Moody algebra. Indeed, this can
easily be seen from the expression of the Poincare´ charge in (72) if we introduce the Fourier
expansion (66) for the boundary connection. Explicitly, we obtain [14]:
Ln =
1
2
∑
m
BamB
a
n−m + inαaB
a
n +
1
2
α2δn (83)
and it is clear from (83) that if we were to construct the operator version of Ln by directly
replacing the Ban generators with the corresponding quantum operators operators, we could
run into potential singularity issues due to the fact that both Kacˇ-Moody in the quadratic
term are evaluated at the same point on the boundary.
The solution to these singularity issues is to use the Sugawara construction. According
to this construction [16], one needs to introduce a normal ordering for the operators cor-
responding to the Kacˇ-Moody algebra generators - traditionally the ordering requires that
the operators with positive indices m to be on the right - that will regularize the infinities.
However, by simply introducing a normal ordering for the operators associated with the
Kacˇ-Moody generators solves only half of the issue of quantizing the Virasoro algebra, for
the simple reason that the normal ordered operators (: Ln :) obtained through this procedure
do not obey the commutation relations of a Virasoro algebra anymore.
Nevertheless, we can solve this last issue by defining the operators:
Lˆn = β˜ : Ln : +a˜δn (84)
where (: :) stands for normal ordering, β˜ = [1 + 1
2
Q2]
−1, a˜ = 1
2
α2β˜(β˜ − 1), and Q2 is the
quadratic Casimir invariant of the Poincare´ algebra in the adjoint representation. The newly
defined operators Lˆn now satisfy the quantum Virasoro algebra:
[
Lˆn, Lˆm
]
= (n−m)Lˆn+m + qn(n
2 − 1)δn+m (85)
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where now q is a quantum central charge which is different from the classical central charge
α2. For the theory of gravity under present consideration 4, it can be shown that the quantum
central charge of the quantum Virasoro algebra (85) is in fact given by the expression:
q = α2β2 +
β
2
(86)
From (83) it can be seen the quantum global charge contains two terms. The first term
which is nothing else than the classical central charge rescaled by the square of the ”renor-
malization” factor β that has been introduced in order to define the operators associated
with the Virasoro generators in (84). The second term in the expression of the quantum
central charge is the direct consequence of the Sugawara construction, and as such it has an
entirely quantum character. It should be noted at this time that due to the fact that the
classical Virasoro algebra is trivially inhomogeneized by the abelian algebra of the charhes
associated with the topological matter fields, it comes at no surprise the fact that the matter
fields of the ΣΦEA theory have no influence upon the quantum central charge of gravity.
This is the direct consequence of the boundary conditions that have been chosen in order to
determine the diffeomorphism charges.
Having the quantum Virasoro algebra, it is trivial to obtain the quantum algebra of the
Fourier modes corresponding to the diffeomorphism charges in the ΣΦEA model. it is given
by the relations:
[
Lˆn, Lˆm
]
= (n−m)Lˆn+m + qn(n
2 − 1)δn+m[
Lˆn, CˆK
]
= 0 (87)
[
CˆK , CˆK
]
= 0
VII. THE ΣΦEA MODEL AS A GENERALIZED CHERN-SIMONS THEORY
As noted earlier, it has thus far proven impossible to formulate the ΣΦEA theory as
either a BF theory or as a traditional Chern-Simons theory. However, as we will prove in
the following, the theory can be formulated as a generalized Chern-Simons theory with a
4 Of particular importance in the calculation of the quantum charge is the dimension of the Lie algebra
underlying the theory of gravity under consideration - in this case the Poincare algebra. For more details
about the general dependence of the Virasoro central charge on the dimension of the underlying Lie
algebra, the reader is referred to [14], [16].
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multiform connection involving both bosonic and fermionic matter fields, defined over an
algebra that is not the algebra of the constraints.
In order to understand how such a particular formulation arises naturally for the ΣΦEA
theory, it is worth to begin by illustrating the difficulties that one faces in reformulation of
the theory as a Chern-Simons theory.
The first issue that one must deal with in attempting such a formulation is the form
content of the matter fields. Since the matter fields are 0-forms and 2-forms respectively,
any generalized connection defined using these fields will necessarily be a multiform connec-
tion. This presents a major problem, since such a multiform connection requires generally
the introduction of additional de Rham currents in order to be able to define a generalized
holonomy over some submanifold of the spacetime manifold, submanifold which usually is
not a closed loop, as in the standard Chern-Simons theory.
Furthermore, even if one ignores the above problems, and defines such a multiform gen-
eralized connection, for the particular case of the ΣΦEA, if one attempts to define this
generalized connection over the Lie algebra generated by the Poisson brackets of the con-
straints, it is rather obvious that the action of the ΣΦEA cannot be actually written as a
Chern-Simons action. This is most easily seen from the following argument. Assume that
we define a generalized connection form:
A = AiJ¯i + E
iP¯i + Φ
iQ¯i + Σ
iR¯i (88)
where (J¯i, P¯i, Q¯i, R¯i) are the generators of the constraint algebra of the ΣΦEA model (15),
on which we introduce the invariant non-degenerate bilinear form:
T˜ r(J¯ iP¯ j) = ηij, T˜ r(Q¯iR¯j) = ηij, (89)
with all the rest of the pairings vanishing. When calculating the derivative term 1
2
A∧dA in
the Chern-Simons action, it will contain explicitly the terms 1
2
(Φi ∧ dΣi+Σ
i ∧ dΦi), and by
using integration by parts these terms combined should yield the term Σi ∧ dΦi as the first
component of the covariant derivative of the topological matter fields in the action and an
additional surface term. It is clear however that due to the form content of the above terms
involving the topological matter fields, the integration by parts will only yield a surface term
since the two resulting terms involving the exterior derivatives of the fields Σ, Φ will cancel
each other. Furthermore, it is also clear from the above argument that in order to be able
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to write the ΣΦEA model as a Chern-Simons theory, i.e. in order to recover the component
Σi ∧ dΦi from the ”derivative” Chern-Simons term
1
2
A ∧ dA, one must use a formalism
which combines either fermionic matter fields with a ”regular” Lie algebra, or alternatively,
bosonic matter fields with a graded Lie algebra.
Fortunately, such a formalism that generalizes the Chern-Simons theory to include both
bosonic and fermionic fields with a graded gauge Lie algebra has been developed [17]. Using
this formalism, we will show that the ΣΦEA model can be written as such a generalized
Chern Simons theory if the topological matter fields are considered to be of the fermionic
type.
A. The generalized Chern-Simons formalism
We begin by briefly reviewing the generalized Chern-Simons formalism developed by
Kawamoto and Watabiki [17], whose original purpose was to both extend the Chern-Simons
formalism to higher-dimensional spacetime manifolds, and at the same time to extend it to
higher order tensorial connections, even in (2+1)-dimensional spacetimes.
One starts with a generalized connection form A and a generalized gauge parameter ν
that include both bosonic and fermionic type of fields, which are defined as follows:
A = 1F + iF˜ + jB + kB˜
ν = 1b˜+ ib+ jf˜ + kf (90)
where f, F are fermionic odd-rank form fields, f˜ , F˜ are fermionic even-rank form fields, b, B
are odd-rank bosonic fields, and b˜, B˜ are bosonic even-form fields. This means for example
that the bosonic field B can be written formally as B =
∑
p−oddB(p) where B(p) are p-rank
bosonic forms with p odd. Of course, similar such formal relations can be written for each of
the fields in (90), with p being, as the definition of the fields dictates, odd or even numbers.
The symbols (1, i, j,k) in (90) are the ”generators” of the quaternionic ”generalized algebra”
defined as:
12 = 1, i2 = ε11, j
2 = ε21, k
2 = −ε1ε21,
ij = −ji = k, jk = −kj = −ε2k, ki = −ik = −ε1j. (91)
and the coefficients (ε1, ε2) can take the values (−1,−1) ,in which case the algebra defined
by these generators becomes the traditional quaternion algebra), or (−1, 1), (1,−1), (1, 1)
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in which case the algebra becomes the gl(2, R) Lie algebra.
One also introduces a graded gauge Lie algebra, with commuting and anticommuting
generators (Tm) and (Sµ) respectively, defined as:
{Tm, Tn}− = cmn
pTp
{Tm, Sµ}− = gmµ
νSν (92)
{Sµ, Tν}+ = hµν
pTp
where the ± indices at the right of the Poisson brackets in (92) indicate the commuting
and anticommuting character of the brackets involved. The structure constants obey the
corresponding graded Jacobi identities. To simplify the notation, in the following we will
drop the exterior (wedge) product symbol from the mathematical relations, its existence
being implicitly assumed everywhere where multiplication of forms is involved. Also, in
order to keep the consistency with the index notations used in the previous sections, at this
time we introduce the following conventions. All Latin lower case indices from the end of
the alphabet (m,n, p, ...) and all Greek lower case indices are now Lie algebra formal indices,
and we will use Latin indices and Greek indices to differentiate between the commuting and
anticommuting algebra generators. All sums involving such indices are purely formal in this
context, and do not reflect the explicit structure of the gauge Lie algebra and fields involved
in the formalism. Later on, when the graded gauge Lie algebra and field structure for the
ΣΦEA theory are introduced, all the formal expressions will be made explicit by returning
to the previous index convention with only latin lower case indices (i, j, k, ...) as Lie algebra
indices.
With the graded gauge algebra (92), one introduces the following internal structure for
the fermionic and bosonic fields involved in the definition (90) of the generalized connection
and gauge parameter:
F = F µSµ, F˜ = F˜
mTm, B = B
mTm, B˜ = B˜
µSµ,
f = fmTm, f˜ = f˜
µSµ, b = b
µSµ, b˜ = b˜
mTm. (93)
and it should be noted at this time that the model takes into consideration all possi-
ble combinations of fields and algebra generators, i.e. bosonic and fermionic fields with
commuting/bosonic algebra generators and bosonic and fermionic fields with anticommut-
ing/fermionic algebra generators.
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With the structure introduced above, we can now define the generalized Chern-Simons
action:
Sgen =
∫
M
Tr∗[
1
2
AQ(A) +
1
3
A3] (94)
where M is a spacetime manifold having an arbitrary finite dimension, and Q is a nilpotent
generalized derivative operator given by the expression:
Q = jd (95)
with d the traditional exterior derivative.
The invariant non-degenerate bilinear form Tr∗ that appears in the definition of the
generalized Chern-Simons action (94) is defined as follows. One first introduces an invariant
and non-degenerate (traditional) bilinear form Tr on the graded algebra (92), and once
and if such a bilinear form has been introduced, then the extended bilinear form Tr∗ is
defined as the projection of the terms in the integrand (with the appropriate dimensionality
in accordance to the dimension of the spacetime manifold) on one of the generators of the
quaternion algebra. For example, if one chooses to use in the trace the projection along i,
then one has:
Tr∗(A) ≡ Tri(A) = Pri(A) = F˜ (96)
and it is clear from these considerations that with the above definition for the generalized
invariant bilinear form, one can in fact have four different such bilinear forms, each corre-
sponding to one of the generators of the generalized quaternionic algebra (91).
Furthermore, such a generalized bilinear form must also obey certain constraints, in order
for resulting Chern-Simons formalism to be internally consistent. The principal constraint
that must be imposed on the generalized bilinear form derives from the requirement that
when calculating the explicit form of the cubic term in the generalized Chern-Simons ac-
tion, the generalized connection should obey the consistency condition A2A = AA2. A long
but straightforward calculation yields the following conditions that must be obeyed by the
generalized bilinear form:
Tr1({Tm, Sµ}−) = Trk({Tm, Sµ}−) = 0
Tri({Tm, Tn}−) = Tri({Sµ, Sν}+) = 0 (97)
Trj({Tm, Tn}−) = Trj({Sµ, Sν}+) = 0
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and from (97) it is obvious that in fact these consistency conditions on the generalized trace
translate in conditions that must be imposed at the level of the traditional non-degenerate
invariant bilinear form defined on the graded Lie algebra2. Following the notation in [17],
this means that we can define two types of bilinear forms on the underlying graded gauge
Lie algebra (92). For projections along the quaternionic generators i and j the trace on the
graded gauge algebra is denoted by STr (supersymmetric trace by analogy with traditional
supersymmetric theories), while for projections along the quaternionic generators 1 and k
the trace on the graded gauge algebra is denoted by HTr (heterotic trace).
Under these circumstances, and no matter which component of the quaternion algebra
we choose in defining the generalized Chern-Simons action, the equations of motion of (94)
are given by the vanishing of the curvature of the generalized connection form:
F(A) ≡ Q(A) +A2 = 0 (98)
and the action is invariant under the generalized gauge transformations:
δA = Q(ν) + {A, ν}− (99)
As mentioned above, one can define four generalized traces for the action (94), depending
on which generator of the quaternion algebra is chosen for projection. It is not difficult to
see that in this way each of the four resulting actions has a definite dimension type, i.e.
corresponds to the action on an odd or even dimensional manifold, and a definite fermionic
or bosonic character. For example, if one defines the generalized trace as Tr∗(...) ≡ Strj(...),
following again the syntax in [17], one obtains a bosonic action defined on an odd-dimensional
spacetime manifold M. Of course, choosing other quaternionic generator with the appropriate
type of trace on the graded gauge algebra, one can also obtain bosonic actions defined on even
dimensional spacetime manifolds, and fermionic action defined on even and odd dimensional
manifolds, but such actions will not be considered here.
Since the ΣΦEA theory is a (2+1)-dimensional theory, and since its action is manifestly
bosonic, we are only interested in the generalized bosonic Chern-Simons action defined on a
2 In the original work of Kawamoto and Watabiki [17], they also require consistency conditions similar to
(97) for higher order products of generators of the graded gauge algebra, which are necessary for the
gauge invariance of the generalized action. However, in redoing the calculations, we have found no need
to introduce such higher order trace conditions.
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(2+1)-dimensional manifold defined as above. Choosing the field content of the generalized
connection such that it contains only bosonic odd-rank forms and fermionic even-rank forms
(i.e. F = B˜ = 0), the formal expression of this action in terms of the generators of the
graded gauge algebra is given by:
Sbo =
∫
M
Strj[
1
2
AQ(A) +
1
3
A3] =
∫
M
Str[Lj] (100)
where the argument of the trace has the expression
Lj = {ε2[
1
2
BmdBn +
1
6
cpq
mBpBqBn](TmTn)− ε1[
1
2
F˜mdF˜ n +
+
1
3
(cpq
mF˜ pBqF˜ n −
1
2
cpq
mF˜ pF˜ qBn)](TmTn)} (101)
Having established the relations (100) and (101) we can now proceed with the proof that
the ΣΦEA model can be written as such a generalized Chern-Simons theory with fermionic
topological matter fields.
B. The ΣΦEA model in the context of the generalized Chern-Simons formalism
The relations (100) and (101) established in the previous section are as far as one can
go, within the general framework of the extended formalism developed in [17], in proving
that the ΣΦEA model can be written as such a Chern-Simons theory. In order to make
any further progress it becomes absolutely necessary to introduce the explicit forms of the
graded gauge algebra and of the fields appearing in the generalized connection (90).
As far as the field content of the generalized connection is concerned, this issue is quite
straightforward. The fields that we have used in obtaining the expression (101) of the odd-
dimensional bosonic action are the odd-rank bosonic field B and the even-rank fermionic
field F˜ and by simple comparison with the original ΣΦEA action (9), it is clear that the
internal structure of these fields can only be of the form:
B = AiJ¯i + E
iP¯i ≡ B
mTm
F˜ = ΦiQ¯i + Σ
iR¯i ≡ F˜
mTm (102)
where {J¯i, P¯i} are the generators of the Poincare´ algebra, and {Q¯i, R¯i} are two additional
sets of (still commuting/bosonic) generators of the gauge Lie algebra, whose commutation
relations have yet to be specified.
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After specifying the fields, we are left with the much mode difficult task of specifying
the underlying gauge algebra. Of course, the only way to determine the “correct” algebra
is by trial and error, so what we have to do is to look for an algebra which when inserted
in (101) yields as a final result the original ΣΦEA action (9). By simple examination of
(101) and (102), it is clear that the underlying gauge algebra is not a graded algebra, but
a regular Lie algebra, and under these circumstances the generalized trace STr reduces to
the usual trace on a Lie algebra. Furthermore, it is also clear that this gauge algebra has to
be an extension of sorts of the Poincare´ algebra, and for this reason it is only natural that
we should first check the constraint algebra (15) of the original theory. Unfortunately, it is
not very difficult to show that with the constraint algebra (15) on which we have introduced
the non-degenerate invariant bilinear form (89), the action (100) does not yield the action
(9) of the original ΣΦEA theory.
However, if instead of the constraint algebra of the ΣΦEA theory we use the constraint
algebra (6) of the BCEA model with its non-degenerate invariant bilinear form (89), the
situation changes. Using this algebra, and restoring the exterior product symbol and our
original index convention where latin lower case indices (i, j, k, ...) are explicit Lie algebra
indices of the dimensionally correct terms in (101), the odd bosonic action (100) with the
trace defined by (89) reduces to:
Sbo =
∫
M
{ε2(Ei ∧ R
i[A] +
1
2
d[Ei ∧ A
i])− ε1(Σi ∧DΦ
i +
1
2
d[Σi ∧ Φ
i])} (103)
and it is clear that by setting (ε1, ε2) = (−1, 1) in the quaternionic algebra, the action (103)
becomes identical (up to surface terms) to the original action (9) of the ΣΦEA theory.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered a model (the ΣΦEA model) of scalar and tensorial
topological matter - represented by 0-form and 2-form fields - coupled minimally to gravity
in (2+1) dimensions , and we have investigated its classical structure while at the same
time comparing it, whenever possible, with a similar model (the BCEA model), involving
only 1-form matter fields, that has already been studied in the literature. We have shown
that the ΣΦEA model has non-trivial classical sectors, in which the dynamics of the matter
fields cannot be decoupled from gravity, and we have illustrated these sectors with two
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geometries, one corresponding to the BTZ black-hole, and the other one corresponding to
FRW homogeneously/inhomogeneously expanding cosmological geometries.
For the case of the BTZ geometry, we have calculated the Noether charges associated
with the asymptotic symmetries, and have shown that these charges exhibit similar
characteristics to the corresponding charges in the BCEA theory. Explicitly, in the case of
the BCEA model, the mass and the angular momentum of the singularity exchange roles
in the expressions of the Noether charges, such that the mass parameterizes the conserved
angular momentum charge, and the angular momentum parameterizes the conserved
energy. One strange implication of this role change of mass and angular momentum is that
under certain conditions, the asymptotic mass can become smaller than the mass of the
singularity, as if the matter fields were “screening” the mass of the singularity. In the case
of the ΣΦEA model, the effect is even more drastic. The conserved charges both vanish,
and while this may not be so strange for the angular momentum charge, it is definitely
strange for the case of the mass charge. In this case, the mass is completely obscured by
the matter fields, to the point where the singularity simply disappears for any asymptotic
observer.
At the present time we have no underlying explanation for this mass “screening” effect. It
is, however, extremely interesting that a similar effect appears to exist in (3+1)-dimensional
gravity when one considers its topological aspects [19], [20]. However, the implications of
this apparent similarity for gravity in (3+1) dimensions are not yet known and will require
further investigation.
For the case of homogeneously/inhomogeneously expanding FRW geometries, it would
appear that the ΣΦEA theory is the first theory that admits such solutions in the presence
of matter, and as such it would be interesting to pursue this aspect further and in more
detail.
While the full issue of quantization of the ΣΦEA theory has been deferred to a com-
panion paper [21], we have also studied, as a prelude to the full quantization of the theory,
the global gauge charges associated with the constraints. Our analysis has shown that the
classical algebras of charges are inhomogeneizations of the corresponding Kacˇ-Moody and
Virasoro algebras of pure gravity. Furthermore, we have quantized the resulting charge
algebras, and have shown that with the boundary conditions we have chosen, the quantum
charge associated with the Virasoro subalgebra of the diffeomorphism algebra in the ΣΦEA
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theory is identical to the quantum central charge of pure gravity.
Finally, we have shown that while the ΣΦEA theory cannot be formulated as either
a traditional BF or a Chern-Simons theory - in contrast to the BCEA theory - it is still
possible to formulate it as a generalized Chern-Simons theory with a multiform connection
containing both bosonic and fermionic matter fields defined over the Lie algebra of
I[ISO(2,1)] - which is different from the constraint algebra - with the help of the generalized
quaternion algebra as an auxiliary algebra. While this formulation offers an extension of
the theory to fermionic fields, more detailed investigation is necessary in order to fully
understand its implications. One implication of this formulation, as it is apparent from
our analysis if we follow the approach in [22] is that the classical BTZ geometry could be
described at the quantum level by a combination of fermionic and bosonic matter fields.
Another implication, which is more far more reaching in its consequences is that this
formulation could offer the possibility for the generalization of the concept of holonomy to
a (multiform) connection and to higher dimensional submanifolds of the spacetime manifold.
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